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Only the best pools, from America’s  
best pool manufacturer. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Don’t be fooled.  Sharkline economy grade pools are an excellent 

value, and are still superior to many others. 
 

However, Sharkline PremiumTM pools have the highest quality, design, 
engineering, and warranties.  Know that you are getting the best.  Look 

for all of the advantages inside.  They are only available from our 
Sharkline PremiumTM dealers, and only available with these models:  

Atmosphere, Escalade, Oceanic, Matrix, Oasis, S and Navigator. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sharkline Premium™ - The Best of the Best. 
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The Sharkline Premium™ 
Strength Advantage 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

POOLS BUILT TO LAST 
 
Every Sharkline Premium™ pool has a strength advantage.  This advantage is gained by utilizing more uprights and top 
rails on every Sharkline Premium™ pool that we manufacture.  To explain how this is beneficial, we will use a 24 foot 
diameter round pool as an example.  Most pools found in the above ground pool industry, including other Sharkline 
pools, utilize sixteen uprights and top rails on a 24 foot round pool.  This means that the pool is supported every 57 
inches by framework.  A Sharkline Premium™ 24 foot pool however, utilizes 18 uprights and top rails, which means 
that the Sharkline pool is supported every 50 inches by framework.  The longer span means more force and pressure is 
applied to each part.  This results in a weaker pool structure on the common pool and a stronger, more durable structure 
on the Sharkline Premium™ pool. 
 
More top rails and uprights give you the Sharkline Premium™ strength advantage.  Your pool is 15% stronger. This 
strength advantage should be considered when you are deciding to invest in a pool.  You want to purchase a pool that 
will stand up to all of the years of vigorous use that your family will enjoy as well as all of the elements that mother 
nature will dish out. 
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Pool 

Sharkline 
Premium™ 

Size Uprights Size Uprights 
12’ round 11 12x17 oval 14 
15’ round 11 12x24 oval 18 
18’ round 13 15x26 oval 18 
20’ round 15 15x30 oval 20 
24’ round 18 18x33 oval 22 
28’ round 21 18x40 oval 26 
33’ round 24   

Sharkline 
Premium™ 

Typical to Industry 
(Including Sharkline’s 
economy-grade pools) 

 

When you are out shopping for an above ground 
swimming pool, take a look at the structural 
composition of each pool and compare it to the 
strength advantage of a Sharkline Premium™ 
pool.  Every Sharkline Premium™ pool comes 
with this strength advantage, and an educated 
consumer will discover that a Sharkline 
Premium™ pool is the best above ground 
swimming pool value on the market today. 

Sharkline – Over 50 years of quality above ground pools 
Sharkline Premium™ - The Best of the Best 



 

Exclusive Sharkline Premium™ Advantage Construction System 
 

Like a tall building, bridge or large structure, if it’s going to last it has to be built right.  At Sharkline we recognized this fact a long time ago and have built into a select group of pools  
our Sharkline Premium™ Advantage Construction System.  The Sharkline Premium™ Advantage Construction System is a combination of design philosophy along with superior materials to create our 
best pools ever.  There is not a finer pool available.  Since 1961 we have satisfied thousands and thousands of homeowners enabling us to become the largest pool manufacturer in the world.  A pool 

with Sharkline Premium™ Advantage Construction is not a typical “off the shelf” pool, it’s in a class all by itself. 
 
 

    
 

                                
                      
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Sharkline - Building Pools since 1961.  Sharkline Premium™ - The Best of the Best. 
*Please read the actual warranty packed in the pool or available for you to read in the store before you buy. 

ADVANTAGE 1 
More Uprights On Every Pool.                   

       The strength of a bridge is partly determined        
         by the distance between the bridge towers.             
         The closer the towers, the stronger the                
        bridge.  Keeping this principle in mind,  

Sharkline Premium™ reduced the span  
between uprights on many sizes, by 15%.   
The result is a stronger top rail that offers  
maximum structural ability. 

 
ADVANTAGE 2        

 Oversize Corrosion-Free Foundation                
          System with Lifetime Warranty  

Most people don’t think much about the   
         foundation of their pool.  A weak foundation            
          can lead to high maintenance costs in the future.   

Knowing this, Sharkline Premium™  constructs its  
pools with quality materials that  endure the harsh  
elements of nature.  Oversized plates, made of solid  
resin or Double-Coated Marine Quality Aluminum,  
yield 40% more support than other above-ground  
pool foundations. The result is a long lasting  
foundation that continuously stands up to heavy  
weight and corrosive soil conditions.  
 
ADVANTAGE 3  
Exact-Fit Components  
Most manufacturers, including even Sharkline on          
its economy-grade pools, design universal    
components to fit many different sizes of  pools.                   

               That leaves many extra holes open when assembly is                             
complete.  In swimming pools, extra holes serve as 

                  an entry way for corrosion.  Sharkline Premium™ 
pools never have extra holes because all parts are 
made specifically for one size pool.  This results

 in pool components that lock out corrosion, which    
enables your pool to last longer.                           

   

ADVANTAGE 4 
Wall Saver Panel  
Your swimming pool has the   
maximum stress at the point where          
water enters and exits the pool for          
filtration.  This is where there is the          
greatest potential for corrosion or                
winter damage.  The optional wall                
panel is specially designed to with-                
stand this stress while allowing you          
to access and properly maintain your   
pool, at a slight extra charge.  
 
ADVANTAGE 5 
Stainless Steel Fasteners 
All Sharkline Premium™ Advantage           
Construction pools feature high grade           
stainless steel nuts, bolts and fasteners.                     
Fasteners made from anything less than          
stainless steel will corrode over time and          
 introduce corrosion to the metal they                
come into contact with.  Sharkline Premium™                        
eliminates the worry of rust spots on your               
pool with 100% stainless steel fasteners.  
 
ADVANTAGE 6 
Interlocking Stabilizer Rails  
The interlocking stabilizer rails on your            
Sharkline Premium™ pool fit tightly over            
your liner and the top of your pool wall.             
They form a solid ring of stability around           
your entire pool.  This structure locks the        
liner in place and increases the life of the liner.   
The solid resin or all aluminum construction will                
never corrode, which means you don’t have to               
worry about a time consuming replacement                 
   

ADVANTAGE 7 
“Acu-Fit” Vinyl Liner                       
Sharkline works with the world’s largest 
liner manufacturer to see to it that the     
liners we recommend for Sharkline Premium™  
pools fit perfectly, and last a long time.  We 
require 100% Virgin Vinyl manufactured with 
special formulations to withstand every 
everything from intense sunlight to freezing 
temperatures.  The formulations allow the liner 
to last and look new longer. We do not require 
that your dealer provide one of our 
recommended liners, but if you ask for one, 
you know you’ll be getting our recommended 
fit and quality.    
 
ADVANTAGE 8   
Swimming Pools and Decks…and Only   
Swimming Pools and Decks…Since 1961   
Sharkline manufactures every pool part in   
New York.  Since 1961, 100% of our engineers’ 
time has been put into designing better pools, 
guided by customer opinions.  Since pools are 
our only business, not just part of our business, 
you can be confident that Sharkline is an expert 
in the pool business.  Many Sharkline pools built 
in the 1960’s are still providing swimming 
enjoyment to their owners today.  When you  
buy a Sharkline pool, you know Sharkline will 
be there for you, in the years to come. 
  
ADVANTAGE 9    
The best warranties in the business. Ten 
years full before going into a traditional pro- 
rate.*  Most pools start reducing coverage as 
quickly as December 31 of the year you 
purchased it!  
And Sharkline Premium™ represents the    
very best of our design, engineering and   
quality. 


